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Our Mission

“To enable each AR 

Community member to 

deliver measureable 

business value back to 

your company, and 

make it easier for you to  

communicate with and 

build relationships with 

Gartner analysts.”
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Welcome

State of The Gartner AR 
Community 2015

Jeff Golterman

Gartner GVP, and Global AR Community Lead
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Our Research Finds Three Factors As Vital To AR Success

Analyst Relations Leaders: 

1. Involve analysts in the CEO’s mission critical priorities to deliver 

measureable business benefit and AR Program ROI

2. Engage analysts early in 

decisions and build capability to 

manage both formal and ad-hoc 

company to analyst 

communications

3. Build an effective customer 

reference cultivation program 

and other evidence management 

that demonstrates your company 

success and capabilities
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Our Predictions

• However, through 2018 just 25% of AR 

teams globally will deliver measureable 

business benefit back to their 

companies, and by doing so attain a 

funding model for AR program growth. SUCCESS 
WILL BE 
YOURS?

• Through same timeframe 75% of AR 

programs will continue using traditional 

PR-oriented metrics, leaving them 

susceptible to program cost cutting 

should company financials come under 

pressure.  
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 8:30 a.m. Welcome and State of the Gartner AR Community 2015

Jeff Golterman, Group Vice President and AR Community Lead

 9:15 a.m. Leveraging Analysts to Build a More Successful High-Tech Business

Paul Logue, Vice President, Enterprise Customer and Market Insights, HP

 10:15 a.m. Leveraging the Enhanced MQ Research Process to Improve AR Effectiveness 

Claire Dessaux, MVP, Gartner Research, and Nancy Erskine, GVP and Ombudsman

 11:45 a.m. Embracing Analyst Cautions: A Key to Company and Offering Improvements

Peggy O’Neil, Senior Director, Analyst Relations, Informatica

 12:15 p.m. Peer and Analyst Networking Lunch

 1:00 p.m. Winning Analyst Communications or How to Get the Analysts to Like You!

Ken Dulaney, VP and Distinguished Analyst, Gartner Research

 1:45 p.m. New Gartner Content and Portal Innovations to Enable AR Success 

Jim Dunlavey, VP, High Tech & Telecom Programs Portfolio Development

 2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. Break

 2:45 p.m. “Scenaric Thinking” - Gain Analyst Feedback without Disclosing Early-Stage Plans

Chris Adams, Managing Vice President, Gartner Research

 3:30 p.m. Evolving Analyst Relations for Business Outcomes in a Digital World

Jesse Freund, Director, Global Analyst Relations, Cisco

 4:00 p.m. Wrap-Up 

Our Agenda and Goal for Today!
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AR Critical Success Factor #1

Successful AR professionals apply 

analyst insights to decision making 

enabling your most important mission 

critical priorities success
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AR Success Story

• Major North American Telecommunication 

and Cloud Services Provider

• Initial AR Success in 

engaging analysts to 

solidify Cloud Strategy 

with BU Execs

• Leads CEO request for proposal to Expand 

AR to do same for two other Mission Critical 

Priority Areas



Funding Your AR Program Starts With Aligning To What 

The CEO Cares About Most! 

• Align AR programs With Your Company’s 
Mission Critical Priorities – “No –One Can 
Argue With (Your) CEO” – right?

• When AR is aligned to the CEO’s mission 
critical priorities, great things happen!

- AR is contributing to the delivery of financial 
measures and therefore shareholder value

- AR growth is funded because it’s value is 
financially measureable

8

How Does this really work?
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What do Executives Care About? 

Leadership Tier Care About View of “Spend”

EXECUTIVE

C- Club

Exec Committee

Broad Span of Control

Comp – Majority at Risk

SHAREHOLDER VALUE

Money– Profit Growth

Returns (ROA/ROE)

Cash Flow

Strategy – to achieve SHV

INVESTING

Short and Long Term

(ST/LT)

MIDDLE MANAGER

Functional VP

Director

Narrow Span of Control

Comp – Mixed

FUNCTIONAL STANDARDS

Market Share-Revenue Growth

Cost Containment

Execution/Process

INVEST OR BUY

Short and Long Term

Depends on Mgr. Level

FUNCTIONAL MANAGER

Sub function leader or

doer

Comp – Majority not at risk

MANAGEMENT EASE

Flexibility & Scalability

Reliability & Security

Interoperability, Cost & Risk

BUYING

Short Term

Consider:

• Executives Invest by 
allocating capital against 
Mission Critical Priorities
that deliver improvements in 
financial  metrics

• Having a Direct Line of 
Sight from AR Program 
Outcomes to Mission 
Critical Priorities is 
essential!

Source: Kirby & Associates, LLC 
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Align AR Program To Deliver Analyst Capabilities With 

Line of Sight to Mission Critical Priorities – Example…

Mission 

Critical Priority

What does the CEO say is 

mission critical to the 

success of your company? 

Financial 

Measure

Key 

Initiatives

AR/Analyst 

Capabilities

What is the financial value 

expected? 

Which operational 

initiatives link to mission 

critical priorities? 

What analyst capabilities 

will best enable operational 

initiatives? 

Where To Find:

• CEO

• My company 

10K

• Earnings Call

• Financial 

analyst reports

• BU Execs

• Product Mgt.

• Gartner 

analysts

• Gartner AE’s

• e.g. “Product 

Innovation”

• “ Accelerate Revenue 

Growth in product x”

• “Increase market share 

in product x by 3%”

• Build competitively 

differentiating 

functionality in product x

• Launch faster

• Analyst advice for 

competitive advantage

functionality

• Analyst advice for 

Timing and messaging
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Are Your AR Programs Aligned With Executive Decision 

Making? With What’s Mission Critical?

Consistent with 
Strategy/MCP*

Not Consistent with 
Initiative / Strategy

Strong Financial 
Value

Little Financial 
Value

LOSE

LOSE MAYBE

?

Key Actions:

• The Most Successful AR 
Programs align With Mission 
Critical Priorities (MCP)

• While being mentioned in the 
Research and on analyst inquiry is 
important, this is secondary among 
leading AR teams.

• Key Action: Test your AR program 
outcomes  - Are they aligned to a 
MCP? Do they deliver financial 
Value? If not re-align else I find my 
program considered as cost to be 
cut when financials take a down-
turn?

WIN

* Mission Critical Priorities
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AR Critical Success Factor #2

Engage analysts early in decisions 

and build capability to manage both 

formal and ad-hoc company to 

analyst communications



AR and Analyst Communications and Engagement - Be 

Prepared to Support All Types

• Structured Decision Making

• Research process, e.g. MQ

• Ad-Hoc Communications

13
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Too LateBest to bring in analysts early

Plan Build Launch Manage

Engage Analysts Early and Often in Structured 
Decision Making; Balance Inbound and Outbound

Inbound – Applying analyst insight to help you build a better 

business

Decision Cycles:

• Strategy

• Product

• Messaging

• Sales & Channel

Outbound – Communicating to analysts to insure they 

understand your company, its products and your successes

Consider:

• Develop 
engagement 
models between 
analysts and 
executives

•Frequent 
engagement 
enables you to do 
your “Outbound” 
messaging and 
bring analyst 
insights “Inbound”
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“Productize” Your Approach to the Research process; 
e.g. MQ Research Process Management

Learnings gleaned from discussions with AR professionals on how they manage the MQ Research 
process:

• Overall – Leverage every activity as if it were part of the MQ process – “We are always in MQ 
season”.

• Do Your Homework - Understand the market definitions, current evaluation criteria. This aids 
your understanding of analyst changes to evaluation criteria more easily. 

• Know Analyst Cautions on Your Company/Products – Analysts are going to look for evidence 
– customer references - that you addressed those cautions. 

• Develop a Master Calendar – of appropriate MQ’s/other Methodologies identifying start and 
publish dates. Understand from your Gartner Project Leader what the deliverable dates will be 
for each major process milestone. Stay in front of the process.

• Identify Your team – with whom you depend for needed information; your executives, product, 
marketing, sales teams, etc. and calendar them.

• Develop Analyst Engagement plans – Plan analyst engagement according to the set back 
schedule and key milestones. 

• Ask Analysts How He/She Sees the Market Changing – and how new and emerging trends 
will effect a particular market in order to gauge what the impact could be on providers.

• Pay Attention to Documentation – especially welcome-packet materials where clues to what 
analysts are looking for are in the definition (which is based on current and emerging end-user 
needs) and evaluation criteria (what is required of the vendors to fulfill the market definition).

• Always Be Cultivating References - Work with the analysts to understand what will constitute 
new/best customer reference characteristics, and be prepared to have delivered references 
that address the analyst cautions on your company/offerings in the last MQ.
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as well as to reach the analysts in an ad-hoc way.

Client Selection Criteria

Case Studies

Wins/Losses

Benchmarks

“The other day, an end user client 
needed an answer, which required 
me to reach out to a few vendors. 
When I contacted the AR function at 
Vendor A, they basically stonewalled 
me.  I mean they were just like, “We 
don’t understand why you need this,” 
whereas I asked Vendor B and 
Vendor C the same thing and I got an 
e-mail back, two hours later.” 

– Gartner Analyst

Develop a program to handle ad-hoc analyst requests, 

“ To keep me updated on important topics, there is one AR 
person I work with who creates a tailored newsletter. It has 
just  the items I am interested in, & a set of 2 – 3 headlines 
right on top. I can read details below, is very well written and 
even entertaining, and also comes at odd times instead of 
same time every week or month.”

- Gartner Analyst

“ How do you reach me best? Just ask!. In the 
age of one-to-one, personalize your message 
based on my agenda. I love to see an e-mail 
with the punch line in the subject line. And if we 
have built the rapport, an IM is appropriate.” 

– Gartner Analyst

Key Actions:

• Develop a 
structured approach 
to ad-hoc analyst 
communications!

•You will build a 
strong reputation for 
responsiveness, and 
improve your 
probability of inquiry 
mentions going up!
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AR Critical Success Factor #3

Build an effective customer 

reference cultivation program and 

other evidence management that 

demonstrates your company 

success and capabilities
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Research Positions Can Change - Providing Analysts See 

the Evidence and It’s usually Customer References!

While leading AR professionals understand that customer references “are the analysts 
currency” and the means by which research ratings can change, many AR teams fail to 
develop and cultivate a strong customer reference management system!

Agree to 
Disagree on 

position

Research Position Update Process

Mutual 
understanding 
there are gaps

Analyst describes to 
AR & stakeholders 

what will fill the gaps

AR works with executives, 
marketing, product 

development, sales, etc. to 
address the issue

Evidence emerges (e.g. 
references, 

demonstrated 
functionality, executive 

commitment, etc.)

Analyst(s) are 
updated via 

inquiry & VB’s

References checked, 
research is 

updated/written*, vendor 
review, and publish

* 100% Analyst Discretion; the above is not an official policy of Gartner Research
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Build A Very Strong Customer Reference Program And 

Push Outcomes to Analysts

Source: Gartner AR Community Webinar, John Tashek, Salesforce.com, interview

Key Take Aways:

• Leading AR Teams have 
strong Customer Reference 
Program

• Capture references to 
answer analyst cautions and 
concerns

• Incent customers and Sales 
to participate

• Give something back for 
participation

• “My customers solutions are 
so strategically valuable they 
don’t want to share” – if 
Gartner clients, analysts can 
talk under standard 
confidentiality agreements



Summary

Leading high tech analyst relations professionals:

• “Apply analyst insights through frequent and early engagement to 
enable mission critical priorities success and build programs to 
deliver the evidence analysts need to improve provider ratings.”

The new analyst relations metrics emerge:

• # MCP’s enabled – Did we, through analyst engagement, enable 
more effective decision making?

• #early stage analyst interactions – Did we engage analysts early 
and frequently enough to enable more competitively differentiated 
products?

• #faster launches enabled – Did we save you time in understanding 
market and customer needs so you launched faster and got to 
revenue faster than if we did not utilize analysts?

• #deals won, higher deal win rates – If we had a sales facing AR 
program, did we positively impact deals?

20

AR Program 
ROI
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Summary (ii)
Traditional KPI’s remain but become secondary with leading firms:

• Positive rating changes over time

• Ability to build analyst relationships with senior executives

• (Positive) Tonality

• Volume of published research on my company

• Ability to cultivate adequate customer references

Other measures cited by survey show more “Traditional” type metrics: 

• Leadership positions in published research

• Analyst advocacy toward my company

• Number of analysts covered

• More interactions with tier 1 analysts

?ROI

Key Take Aways:

• Re-prioritize KPI’s – business-oriented 
first, then traditional “PR-related” second

• Build an AR team funding model in order 
to not only measure business impact but 
create staffing mechanism to manage 
future workloads
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Thank You!

Q & A


